
What to read before heading to the Caribbean
by Concepcion De Leon, The New York Times

As the Caribbean recovers from a devastating hurricane season, here are three books by writers from the region that tackle
the culture and resilience of the people of Grenada, Haiti and the West Indies.  —  “LADY IN A BOAT"By Merle Collins95
pages. Peepal Tree Press. (2003)  In this book of poetry, Collins...

How sheep with cameras got some tiny islands onto Google
Street View
by Karin Brulliard, The Washington Post

The Faroe Islands, a remote archipelago that juts out of the cold seas between Norway and Iceland, doesn't even appear on
some world maps. But as of last week, the verdant slopes, rocky hiking trails and few roads of the 18 islands are on Google
Street View - and a team of camera-toting sheep helped get them there.  When the islands' tourism board...

‘Primal Survivor’ host brings home insights on indigenous
ways around the globe

Waiting for snowflakes at Colorado
ski resorts
TRAVEL By Steve Haggerty/ColorWorld - TNS
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by Rich Landers, The Spokesman Review (Spokcane, Wash.)

SPOKANE, Wash. — Most people will need a few Google searches to peg where Hazen Audel has survived the elements in
2017.  But while Namibia and Siberut are off the beaten path, the host of “Primal Survivor” is home in Spokane now,
recuperating after filming his third season of the series that puts him into uncomfortable situations...

TripAdvisor, under fire for removing claims of rape, will now flag hotels with reported
incidents
by Marwa Eltagouri, Rachel Siegel, The Washington Post

In response to widespread criticism for removing claims of sexual assault from its forums to keep them "family friendly,"
TripAdvisor has started placing warning symbols - or "badges" - on the review pages of hotels and businesses where rape
and other safety incidents have been reported.  The travel and restaurant review website...

Plenty of sunshine for Caribbean travelers
by Elaine Glusac, The New York Times

Hurricanes Irma and Maria devastated many islands in the Caribbean region, including Puerto Rico, the British and U.S.
Virgin Islands, Dominica and St. Martin. They also battered Anguilla, St. Barts, the Turks and Caicos and others.  But many
islands, including Aruba, Bonaire and Curaçao in the southern Caribbean, and the central Cayman...
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